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From the President — Charlotte Wager

It’s a brand new year. 
A clean slate. Whatever
happened in 2012 is
done. Let’s focus now
on doing whatever we
need to do to make
2013 a successful and
rewarding year profes-
sionally. How do we

make that happen? Maybe we should
follow the advice we give to our students
and associates. Let’s identify real goals —
including some stretch goals. Let’s write
them down — and then calendar peri-
odic self-assessments to ensure we actu-
ally execute. This is beginning to sound
like a column about New Year’s resolu-
tions. You can use that label if you want.
Many of us may have identified some
New Year’s resolutions — mine are to be
more patient with my children and stop
biting my nails — but that’s not what I’m
focusing on here. I don’t plan to use this
column to suggest how you can improve
yourself personally in 2013. This column
is about identifying professional goals
that will help us be better NALPers. So
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here are five things we can all do in 2013
to be better communicators, collabora-
tors, and creators!

1. Think outside the box, plan something
new, push the envelope, be creative.
Tired of running the same profes-
sional development programs, using
the same slides or evaluation form?
Put aside some time this year to 
revamp your syllabus, rethink your
evaluation forms, and try something
new. As experts in our fields, we need
to keep abreast of new developments
and find ways to make sure we are
well informed about new trends and
best practices. 

2. Provide meaningful feedback.
Whether it is offering constructive
criticism to someone on your team 
or helping the most junior member 
of your department manage new 
responsibilities and reach her true 
potential, we could all do a better job
of providing feedback. This is espe-
cially true for the highest performers
on our teams. More than anyone,

high performers deserve feedback
and all too often we neglect to 
provide it. Let’s make this a priority 
in 2013. 

3. Give an opportunity to someone 
new, someone who sometimes gets
overlooked, someone who has poten-
tial but has not yet gained visibility.
Too often we channel opportunities
to people — students, associates, 
colleagues — who already have 
extensive exposure. Likely we are
overlooking people with enormous
potential who just need a break. Be
on the lookout and make something
happen for such a person. 

4. Tell people when they do a good job.
And then tell others — their bosses, po-
tential clients, supervisors. A consultant
friend of mine calls it “professional gen-
erosity.” The point is, if someone does a
good job, reward him or her by spread-
ing the word. Articulate clearly what
was so good about the person’s per-
formance; give her credit for how she
handled a situation. 

2

5. Use NALPconnect! If you have not 
yet checked it out, please make it a
point to do so NOW. Today. Right 
now. If you logged on months ago but
haven’t been a regular visitor, log on
this week. Connect with someone,
send a message, read some recent
discussions posts, review the latest
announcements, join a section! And if
you are already a NALPconnect user,
help someone else reap the benefit. 

I hope you find something in these 
professional goals that you can adapt 
to your own needs to help you make
2013 your most rewarding and profes-
sionally successful year yet. I wish you
the very best in 2013. And next time 
you see me, please check whether I 
have stopped biting my nails.  

Five Ways to Communicate, Collaborate, 
and Create More in 2013!
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Thud!

A stack of warm résumés hits your desk,
fresh off the copier. A sense of dread
overcomes you as your heart sinks at the
tedious task you have ahead — review-
ing while hoping and wishing you’ll have
at least a few superstars to pass along for
further review.

But how do you separate the best in an
efficient and effective way?

The art of résumé review — and it is an
art — is all in the preparation. Know
what you’re looking for, and why, by 
educating yourself on the firm, the prac-
tice group, and the job description itself.
If you stick to the following guidelines,
you’ll be breezing through stacks of 
résumés in no time — and uncover 
the hidden gems along the way.

What does your firm actually do? It’s 
important to know the kind of law your
lawyers practice so that you can know
the kind of candidates you hope to 
attract. For example, at my firm our
world revolves around banking/financial
services law. I requested to be included
in the daily digest of news and other 
updates that are circulated to the
lawyers. As a result, I probably know 
way more about Dodd Frank and the
Consumer Financial Protection Bureau
than I ever thought I would. It really
helped me to identify specific things in
résumés that I know our lawyers do, 
all without having a JD. If your firm 
circulates something similar, get included
and make it a priority to keep up with 
the articles. Also consider attending 
introductory lawyer trainings.

Reach out to your director and/or hiring
partner to learn the unwritten “rules.”

The Art of Résumé Review

by Kimberly D. Dunn

Kimberly D. Dunn is Attorney Recruiting and Development Coordinator for Buckley 
Sandler LLP. This article was submitted on behalf of the NALP Recruiting Section.

For example, how does the firm feel
about people who were previously laid
off, are currently in a temporary role, or
are moving back into the workforce after
a period outside of the legal world?

Where do grades, school prestige, 
extracurricular activities, and under-
graduate degrees rank? What about 
advanced degrees? 

Know what you’re looking for, and why, by educating
yourself on the firm, the practice group, and the 
job description itself. If you stick to the following
guidelines, you’ll be breezing through stacks of 
résumés in no time — and uncover the hidden 
gems along the way.

Continued on page 4
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Consider people who are slated to start
soon and ask if your goal is to find some-
one with a similar or diverse skill set. In
addition, ask if there are government
agencies or other businesses that tie in
with what your lawyers do. If so, keep
your eyes open for those.

Look at the historical data as well, and 
review the résumés from your current
superstars. Find out how their résumés
stood out, either as lateral candidates or
incoming summer associates. Discover
which schools boast the most alumni in
the roster of your best lawyers. If you
typically go after candidates who have
completed clerkships, are there specific
judges or courts where you’ve had 
success?

Finally, what does the job description 
really say? Is it accurate or does it need
to be updated? Is it precise? For exam-
ple, are specific language skills required
or suggested, such as needing to review
a legal document in another language, 
or does a candidate just need to be 
conversant with a client in another 
language?

Got all that? Let’s dive in.

When reviewing the résumés for lateral
candidates, carefully consider the layout
of the document. Ask yourself:

1. Is there a statement of purpose? If it’s
generic or bland, they aren’t off to a
good start.

2. Is education listed first? If so, then
candidates may not care enough to
update the template they’ve probably
used their entire career. 

3. Are there employment gaps? Presum-
ably, the résumé will be organized in
chronological order to make these
easy to spot, but, if not, try to see if it
was deliberately organized differently.
For example, the candidate may have
elected to list past experience in order
of importance for your position.

4. What extracurricular activities or 
hobbies, if any, do they list? Are they
things that make you want to say
“hey, this person seems cool and 
I’d like to know more,” or are they

random such as “likes puppies”?
(Let’s be honest: everyone should
like puppies, and it isn’t really 
a hobby.)

When reviewing résumés for sum-
mer associate positions, however, try
to focus your attention elsewhere to
determine why the student decided
to pursue this path in the first place.
Consider if the candidate — 

1. Participated in campus activities
or organizations.

2. Held any jobs (during or between
semesters). Did they serve to 
further the candidate’s interest 
in the legal industry? 

3. Went right into law school from
undergraduate school or worked
first. As what? 

Bottom line: Based upon what you
can glean from this piece of paper,
will this person enrich your 
organization?

Happy reviewing! 

Polishing communication skills for trial 
advocacy, appellate advocacy, and 
public speaking for your associates  
and partners.

TRAINING 
CONFIDENTLY 
WELL-SPOKEN 
ATTORNEYS

Brian K. Johnson

www.johnson-hunter.com

612-760-9489
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The Benefits of Integrating Professional 
Development and Pro Bono

by Maria J. Minor and Kelly Tautges

Maria J. Minor is Professional Development & Pro Bono Manager for Neal, Gerber & Eisenberg, LLP, in 
Chicago. Kelly Tautges is Director of Pro Bono for The Chicago Bar Foundation. This article was submitted 
on behalf of the NALP Pro Bono and Professional Development Task Force.

The crisis of unmet legal needs demands
that we cooperate to implement solu-
tions that will help close the justice gap
and provide relief to vulnerable people
needing legal assistance in matters criti-
cal to their safety and independence.
Professional development departments
have an important role to play in increas-
ing pro bono service at their firms. This
article identifies how integrating pro
bono into the professional development
curriculum benefits law firms, their
clients, and their lawyers. 

Why should the professional develop-
ment department, already taxed by
teaching more courses and taking on
more initiatives, tackle yet another chal-
lenge? You might ask, what’s in it for me?

Building the bridge between PD and pro
bono will enhance the PD profile. You
will model the skill of cooperation across
disciplines, a skill sorely needed in law
firms. You will train associates better and
more efficiently. You will generate posi-
tive outcomes for the community and
positive press for the firm. You will have
concrete accomplishments that prove to
management the return on investment.
While traditional training programs 
connect higher level skills to practice, 
developmental pro bono programs make
the connection crystal clear — an associ-
ate did not just attend trial training, she
completed a trial. An associate did not
just learn how to draft bylaws, he set up
a small business in a developing commu-
nity. On a personal note, you will experi-

Pro bono may be the
best way to provide 
developmental 
opportunities to 
our associates.

ence spectacular moments. Lawyers 
are truly grateful for the opportunity 
to do good and happily report on pro
bono victories. 

Large law firms increasingly incorporate
the concept of skill building into their pro
bono programs, and full-time positions
that combine pro bono and professional
development are becoming more com-
mon. In 2012, for example, McDermott
Will & Emery designated Jocelyn Fran-
coeur their Pro Bono Litigation Partner,
adding a more concrete training compo-
nent to their already robust pro bono
program. In this full-time role, Ms. Fran-
coeur cultivates and supervises pro bono
litigation matters that provide junior 
attorneys with core competency skill 

development and young partners with
substantive trial experience. 

Even in small and mid-sized firms, which
historically promised associates greater
responsibility earlier in their careers, pro
bono is becoming an important training
ground. As we see a shift in the level of
sophistication that clients want on their
matters and as more matters are han-
dled in-house, pro bono may be the 
best way to provide developmental 
opportunities to our associates.

Professional development departments
that leverage the intersection of PD and
pro bono provide concrete benefits to
clients, firms, and associates, maximizing

Continued on page 6
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engrained. While we can provide the
most sophisticated trial training pro-
grams, if associates do not conduct a 
real trial, those skills remain theoretical.
Pro bono matters also provide rich learn-
ing environments that allow for cross-
training, particularly on “hustle skills”
(leadership, cross-departmental collabo-
ration, legal project management, client
communication, and crisis management).

Pro bono efforts generate good will and
an avenue to tout successes. Judges, civic
leaders, and clients with their own social
responsibility platforms view firms with
active pro bono training programs as
partners and leaders.

How Associates Benefit
Through pro bono service strategically
tied to professional development, lawyers
gain needed skills and the rewards of pro
bono service: professional and personal
satisfaction, professional growth, com-
mitment to the shared responsibility of
the legal community, and a sense of

pride in their at times battered profes-
sion. By getting out of the classroom 
(or e-room) and learning in the real
world, the return on their investment of
time multiplies.

Measure the Benefit and 
Reap the ROI
When PD departments build the bridge
between skills development and pro
bono, they can demonstrate success.
Neal, Gerber & Eisenberg’s Professional
Development & Pro Bono Manager
Maria Minor distributes an internal 
quarterly pro bono report that highlights
new opportunities and completed mat-
ters. She notes the benefits that clients
received from pro bono counsel and also
identifies the developmental experiences
involved, such as taking expert deposi-
tions or negotiating directly with the IRS.
Positive reports from legal aid agencies
about associates’ counseling and lawyer-
ing skills are shared with practice group
leaders and the managing partner. She
informs practice group leaders when

the return on investment in professional
development. 

How Paying Clients Benefit
One of the loudest client complaints is
that they do not derive sufficient value
when they pay for associates’ on-the-job
training. Firms that utilize and publicize
pro bono opportunities effectively 
reverse that imbalance. Clients will 
benefit from working with associates
with even more highly developed skills
than one would expect. Lindsay Harrison
of Jenner & Block is one great example.
Now a partner, as a third-year associate
Lindsay argued before the United States
Supreme Court on a pro bono asylum
matter — and won. 

Even routine pro bono matters provide
tremendous opportunities. With the 
vast majority of civil cases settling, it is
difficult for litigators to get the jury trial
experience that clients seeking litigation
counsel demand. Through an innovative

program in Chicago, associates can 
conduct a jury trial, from voir dire to 
closing arguments. One participant,
Anne Koday, an associate at Neal, 
Gerber & Eisenberg, LLP, not only gained
significant trial experience, her work was
recognized in a video on an Illinois pro
bono website — including a testimonial
by the presiding judge about Anne’s 
dedication, professionalism, and zealous-
ness. Through pro bono work, Anne 
obtained a public vote of confidence that
adds to her credibility with clients and 
reflects positively on the firm. Similarly
meaningful experiences exist for transac-
tional associates. Whether representing
first-time buyers in home closings or 
establishing new corporate entities for
neighborhood businesses, associates
often have their first opportunity to 
take the lead on handling a complete
transaction for their own client. 

How Firms Benefit
Through pro bono opportunities, we 
can develop better lawyers faster. The
lessons learned in the trenches are firmly

Continued on page 7
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members of their team are better quali-
fied for client work because of pro bono
service. For example, she helps litigation
attorneys select pro bono matters that
address access to justice and also move
attorneys toward eligibility for Federal
Trial Bar membership, making sure to 
advise the practice group leaders when
attorneys can now join the Trial Bar
thanks to pro bono opportunities.
Through these activities, firm leadership
recognizes the benefits of developmental
pro bono opportunities and the role of
PD in obtaining them.

How to Get Started
The first step in integrating professional
development and pro bono is to talk 
with your pro bono resources. Whether
you have a pro bono department, 
committee, or lone champion, start the
conversation. Share your insights about
the skills and competencies most in 
need of development and strategize
about opportunities to meet them. 

This year, through the NALP Bulletin, 
we are providing how-tos that track the
professional development cycle. Our 
task force is also developing a toolkit for
organizations of all sizes to incorporate
pro bono into their PD programs. For
newcomers, national and local resources
are also available to help you start a pro
bono program. 

Doing Well by Doing Good
Integrating professional development
and pro bono can raise the profile and
perceived value of your department
within the firm. The benefits to clients,
the firm, and your lawyers — and 
therefore to the PD department — 
are immense.

Most significantly, you will help create
opportunities for your lawyers to provide
service to clients in need, tapping into
the reservoir of good will within your
firm and in the community.  

“ ONE OF THE 

BEST BUSINESS 

DECISIONS THE 

FIRM HAS MADE .”
 NICOLE ALEXANDER 

DIRECTOR OF PROFESSIONAL AND BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT
 MCELROY, DEUTSCH, MULVANEY & CARPENTER, LLP
 NEW JERSEY

© 2012 Thomson Reuters  W-309879/3-12  Thomson Reuters and the Kinesis logo are trademarks of Thomson Reuters.

West LegalEdcenter®

Is your fi rm struggling to manage CLE requirements cost-effectively? MDM&C isn’t. “West LegalEdcenter has become 

our one-stop shop for all of our CLE, for all of our offi ces and all of our attorneys,” says Nicole. “Within our fi rst year alone, 

we saved close to $100,000.” West LegalEdcenter gives your fi rm access to thousands of learning and development 

programs, accredited in your fi rm’s jurisdictions, in a variety of convenient, accessible formats. 

Hear Nicole’s story and view a demo of West LegalEdcenter at westlegaledcenter.com/link/testimonial. 

Learn more about McElroy, Deutsch, Mulvaney & Carpenter, LLP at mdmc-law.com.

Call 1-800-344-4912 to learn more.
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Yikes, How Do I Handle This?
Using NALP’s Principles and Standards 
to Handle a Difficult Interview Situation

by Kelly J. Voight

Kelly J. Voight is Assistant Dean, Career Development Office, at Yale Law School. 
This article was submitted on behalf of NALP’s Ethics and Standards Advisory Group.

Scenario 
A student conducts an interview as part
of her law school’s on-campus interview
program. The student is Muslim and
wearing a headscarf. During the inter-
view, the interviewer asks the student
about her religious affiliation and what
holidays she celebrates. The student 
responds and then quickly attempts to
change the conversation. After the 
interview, the student contacts a coun-
selor in her career office and complains
about the interviewer’s behavior.

In responding to this scenario, career 
offices and employers should be guided
by NALP’s Principles and Standards, 
including Parts I, II and IV. In 
reviewing these provisions, we learn —

• that “successful recruitment and
placement of law students requires
cooperation and good judgment from
three groups — law schools, candi-
dates, and employers.” (Part I)

• about NALP’s “fundamental commit-
ment to helping to make the legal
profession accessible to all individuals
on a nondiscriminatory basis.” (Part I)

• that law schools should “articulate
and publish meaningful policies 
prohibiting discriminatory hiring 
practices”; require employers “to 
sign a nondiscrimination statement
prior to recruiting on campus”; and
develop procedures “whereby claims
of violations can be investigated and
resolved promptly and fairly.” (Part
II.B.1)

• that employers should “carefully 
avoid conduct of any kind during the
interview and selection process that
acts or appears to act to discriminate
unlawfully or in a way contrary to the
policies of a particular institution.”
(Part IV.E.2)

Every so often, an interviewer either
knowingly or unknowingly embarks on 
a topic during an interview that should
be avoided. In the scenario above, the 
interviewer improperly inquired about
the student’s religious affiliation. 
Fortunately, career offices and employers
knowledgeable about NALP’s P&S will
have in place steps for handling this 
situation in a meaningful way and per-
haps even avoiding it in the first place. 

School Role
To start, we learn from NALP’s P&S Part
II.B.1 that law schools should have a
nondiscrimination policy in place and

that employers should be required to
sign or otherwise affirm compliance with
the policy prior to utilizing any of the
school’s placement services. As an 
example, The University of Michigan Law
School’s nondiscrimination policy states: 

The University of Michigan, as an
equal opportunity/affirmative action
employer, complies with all applica-
ble federal and state laws regarding
nondiscrimination and affirmative
action. The University of Michigan 
is committed to a policy of equal 
opportunity for all persons and 
does not discriminate on the basis 
of race, color, national origin, age,
marital status, sex, sexual orienta-
tion,* gender identity, gender 
expression, disability, religion,
height, weight, or veteran status in
employment, educational programs
and activities, and admissions. 
Inquiries or complaints may be 

January 2013 — NALP Bulletin 8
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addressed to the Senior Director
for Institutional Equity, and Title
IX/Section 504/ADA Coordinator, 
Office of Institutional Equity, 2072
Administrative Services Building,
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48109-1432,
734-763-0235, TTY 734-647-1388.
For other University of Michigan 
information call 734-764-1817.

* Although the United States Armed
Forces have recently revised their
employment policies and practices
(specifically, through the repeal
of Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell), their 
policies continue to discriminate 
on the basis of gender identity and
gender expression.  Current federal
law, however, effectively prevents
the Law School from applying its
anti-discrimination policy to military
recruiters, including those for the
Judge Advocate General’s Corps. The
fact that military recruiters are here
in no way reflects the Law School’s
endorsement of their discriminatory 
employment practices.

Every law school should be sure that 
its nondiscrimination policy is easily 
accessible by both students and employ-
ers. By providing this information at the
outset, all parties are on notice of their
rights and responsibilities.

Schools should also put in place proce-
dures for handling student concerns
about inappropriate interviewer 
conduct so that they may be resolved
promptly and fairly (NALP’s P&S Part
II.B.1). Ideally these procedures will 
include an opportunity for students to
share their concerns in an informal and
confidential manner, prior to deciding
whether to make a formal complaint.
Both school and NALP policies should be
shared broadly with students through
the school’s normal communication
channels including the career office 
website, email, and in career office inter-
view program publications. As part of 
the career office’s interview training, 
students should receive advice about
how to handle difficult interview situa-
tions and the steps they can follow to 
report inappropriate conduct.

During on-campus recruiting, schools
may wish to reinforce to interviewers 
the school’s and NALP’s commitment 
“to helping to make the legal profession
accessible to all individuals on a nondis-
criminatory basis” (NALP P&S Part I). This
can be done by providing interviewers
with a handout of reminders regarding
appropriate and inappropriate interview
questions. NALP’s Fair and Effective 

Interviewing brochure (available from
the NALP bookstore) provides an excel-
lent overview of the topic. Counselors
from the career office should be avail-
able on site during on-campus recruiting
to meet with students and discuss their
interview experiences.

Continued on page 10
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By taking all of these steps, the career 
office will have created an environment
in which students will have confidence in
their ability to manage difficult interview
situations and a belief that their con-
cerns will be heard and addressed. In 
addition, employers will understand the
school’s policies and expectations.

Employer Role
Employers should also take steps to 
further NALP’s commitment to nondis-
crimination. More specifically, employers
should “carefully avoid conduct of any
kind during the interview and selection
process that acts or appears to act to 
discriminate unlawfully or in a way 
contrary to the policies of a particular 
institution” (Part IV.E.2). To accomplish
this, employers should have in place
training opportunities for interviewers 
so that they avoid even the appearance
of impropriety. Making sure that this
training is widely available and well 
attended is particularly important in 

our current compressed recruiting
framework, where a greater number 
of lawyers within each firm are being
asked to take on a recruiting role. 

Ideally, employers will provide in-person
training opportunities, coupled with writ-
ten materials setting forth appropriate
and inappropriate interview questions.
Employers may wish to video record 
interviewers and provide immediate
feedback. Employers can include a 
reminder memo about appropriate inter-
view topics in their interviewer’s packet
to be reviewed immediately prior to 
conducting interviews. Employers should
consider obtaining confidential feedback
from candidates about the behavior of
their interviewers in order to provide 
further training to poor performers.
Throughout all of this, employers should
work closely with their diversity 
committees to ensure that their training
procedures include all viewpoints.

By taking all of these steps, employers
will have created an environment in

which their lawyer interviewers will 
have confidence in their ability to 
represent their firms in a professional
and appropriate manner during the 
interview process. 

Cooperation
If despite all these efforts, an interviewer
still asks an inappropriate question in an
interview as depicted in the scenario
above, we can look to the Principles and
Standards for guidance yet again. Part I
states that “successful recruitment 
and placement of law students requires
cooperation and good judgment from
three groups — law schools, candidates,
and employers.” In that spirit, it is possi-
ble that a difficult interview situation can
be resolved before it rises to the level of
a formal complaint and the possible loss
of interview privileges. When a student
raises a concern to her career office, the
career office should seek the student’s
permission to speak with the director of
recruiting of the employer in question.

Recruiting directors should be amenable
to hearing this interview feedback and
working with the career office to resolve
the matter in a way that is responsive to
the student’s concerns. The career office
and the student may be satisfied to learn
that the employer is troubled by the 
interviewer’s behavior, and plans to 
take steps to rectify the behavior in the
future. The career office and the student
may value learning about the employer’s
interviewer training protocol. The 
student may appreciate an apology 
directly from the interviewer or the
firm’s recruiting department. Ultimately,
through cooperation and good judg-
ment, it is likely that many difficult 
interview situations can be resolved 
in a manner satisfactory to all parties.  
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The Match Game: Connecting
Law Students and Lawyers as an
Approach to Employer Outreach

by Kathy Fox

Kathy Fox is Director of Employer Development for Wayne State University Law School. 
This article was submitted on behalf of the NALP CSO Employer Outreach Section.

A good deal of the information out there
on how to conduct employer outreach in
law schools has focused on information
management, mining for contacts, tar-
geting prospective employers, securing

the on-site visit, what to do when you
visit, and how to create a relationship so
that the employer will reach out to you if
and when a job opportunity arises. Any
employer outreach professional will tell

you that securing visits, staying at the top
of a lawyer’s mind, and differentiating
your law school to lawyers is no easy
task. Every law school career services 
office has a brochure and a website that
details the services we provide and the
credentials of our students; we all come
bearing a nice trinket or two; and we all
talk about all the wonderful things taking
place at our school. And to any lawyer
who is truly honest, we all look and
sound alike.

So employer outreach begs the question:
what do you do to differentiate yourself?
The answer is simple and sometimes 
forgotten: what makes each law school
unique — what each employer outreach
professional is “selling” — is each individ-
ual student who attends our law schools

— not the aggregate or the statistic, but
each unique human being that each
unique employer is going to hire.

As I conduct employer outreach, more
than half of my job is dedicated to meet-
ing with students, advising students,
holding programming for students, 
reviewing résumés, and all the typical
work of any career services professional.
I would not be an effective outreach 
professional if I did not have first-hand
knowledge of the student body and 
individual students. Not only does this
allow me to narrow the prospective 
employers that I target to the interests 
of current students, but it also allows me
to introduce specific students to specific
employers. It allows me to immediately

Continued on page 12

What makes each law school unique — what each 
employer outreach professional is “selling” — is each
individual student who attends our law schools…
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send résumés of students that fit what
the law firm seeks and not waste an 
attorney’s time with too many résumés
that are not of interest to the firm.

Could I elicit this information from my
fellow career services office advisors?
Absolutely, but part of my strength in
working with employers is that I am
knowledgeable about the students at 
the moment when I am speaking with a
lawyer. I even sometimes bring résumés
along for students I know are either 
interested in the firm or make sense as 
a fit for the firm. Employers continue to
work with me because they can call me
and ask for that needle in the haystack
and I don’t waste their time with candi-
dates who do not fit what they seek.

The other half of my duties is specific to
employer outreach, but the approach I
take when meeting with employers and
driving the job development function is
to include students in the entire process.
A large component of engaging students
in the outreach process is to advertise or
create opportunities where students can
put their networking skills into action.

This also means educating students on
networking and then helping them gain
comfort as they network.

At the start of each academic year, we
kick off the recruitment season with an
event billed to the legal community as 
an introduction of our rising 2L and 3L
students. This event allows students 
to network with employers before the 
on-campus interview season begins in
the casual environment of a picnic 
setting. (We do this at a professional
baseball game on a picnic deck for the
length of the ballgame.) Employers get
to see our students before interviews
begin and students often comment
about how this event gives them an 
advantage during interviews because
they have met many of the firms already.
This event is no small undertaking, and
we annually have 230 attendees. In 
addition to the employers that we 
annually work with, I invite prospective
employers we are courting. This often 
allows for employers to attend who 
do not necessarily want to interview 
on-campus but have a job opportunity
and will make an offer once they meet

the right candidate. More times than 
not students walk out of this event with
offers to interview or to stop by a
lawyer’s office to visit.

When I do conduct employer visits, I try
to do so with a student or students in
tow. I have had the most success with
setting up law firm tour days where we
rent a bus and take 10 to 40 students on
a day trip to four to seven local law firms.
We host group-specific tours for the Law
Review and Moot Court, and we host
practice area-specific tours for specialties
including intellectual property and 
personal injury. We hold small firm visit
days, medium-sized firm visit days, and
day trips to other markets within a 
two-hour drive of the law school so our
students can explore other geographic
options and get a flavor of the law 
firms there. 

Another successful strategy for employer
outreach that is often discussed is 
attending bar association meetings and
events. When you engage in this type 
of outreach, take law students with you
and introduce them around. Help your

students join committees and boards
when appropriate. Create a culture of
bar association attendance in your
school by holding a Bar Association 
Day at the school where you invite the
state bar, the local bar associations, 
and affinity bar associations to mix and 
mingle with students.

As an end result of all of the strategies
outlined here, I find that my ability to
reach out to law firms and maintain rela-
tionships continues to get easier over
time because all those law students
whom I once counseled, who once went
on a field trip, or who once attended a
bar function are now lawyers in law
firms. Whether a law firm has had a long-
standing relationship with my law school
or is a prospective law firm that I’m
working to establish a relationship with,
that phone call is so much easier when I
have a connection with the firm. And,
more often than not, these same lawyers
I once counseled are now in a position to
hire, and I’ll give you three guesses who
they call first when they need a law clerk
or a new lawyer!  
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A Business Development 
Workbook for Lawyers
by Julie T. Inouye

Julie T. Inouye is Senior Legal Recruitment Manager based in the Los Angeles office 
of McKenna Long & Aldridge LLP. This review was submitted on behalf of the NALP 
Communications Advisory Group.

Raindance: The Business 
Development Guidebook for
Lawyers is a practical work-
book that focuses on the 
basics of business develop-
ment, whether it be to build 
a practice, grow an existing
practice, or find a niche. 

I remember the days when you didn’t
need to have a niche or a book or
portable business to make partner. It’s
not like that anymore. Firms are run
more like businesses now, so successful
lawyers must excel in both lawyering and
making rain as they move up in a law
firm. You learn to be a lawyer, but it’s not
so easy to learn to be a salesperson.
Some say it’s an inherent skill or talent.

Junior-level lawyers need to learn how to
market themselves in the midst of law
firms where institutional rainmakers
often seem to hold all the cards in the
deck. This workbook offers some very
basic tools to start an associate thinking
like a business developer — and then to
put thought into action. Though the
workbook is at times rudimentary, I 
believe many potential readers will find
the step-by-step tutorial valuable. Some

parts simply make readers focus on what
they already possess (e.g., education
specialty, people skills, contacts they
know), and other sections provide more
advanced tutorials on the anatomy of a
client pitch and leveraging resources.

Larger law firms offer internal training
programs to help develop their new
lawyers into business developers, but it
still takes individual desire to take those
first steps. Some will never do it. Some
want to do it but need to learn how. 
This workbook now available from the
NALP bookstore offers the fundamental
steps to get a lawyer to think like a 
rainmaker. It allows the lawyer to keep 
a working diary of those thoughts and
potential actions. You can help lead
lawyers to water — and offering these
basic tools may help them do more 
than get their feet wet. 

Book Review:

Raindance: The 
Business Development
Guidebook for Lawyers 

by Gary Mitchell, adapted
from the On Trac Business 
Development Coaching 
Program (Carswell, 2012).

Larger law firms offer internal training programs to 
help develop their new lawyers into business developers, 
but it still takes individual desire to take those first steps.
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Learn from the NALP 
Masters — 2013 NPF Features 
Extraordinary Faculty
by Morgan L. Smith 

Morgan L. Smith is Professional Development Director for Dykema. This article was 
submitted on behalf of the NALP Experienced Professionals Section.

Are you registered to attend the 2013
Newer Professionals’ Forum (NPF)? It
takes place February 28 through March 2
in Jacksonville. Florida, and is the educa-
tional event for those new to career serv-
ices, legal recruitment, and professional
development. Not only will attendees
have access to top-notch programming
and opportunities to meet with similarly
situated colleagues, but they will also
have incredible access to the faculty —
our industry experts — through one-
on-one consulting sessions and just by
attending the event. The size, schedule,
and format of NPF are designed to foster
interaction among faculty and attendees.
You will leave the conference with con-
tacts with colleagues — newer and expe-
rienced — from across the country.

The faculty assembled for 2013 is 
extraordinary. More than 20 leading 
professionals will be teaching at NPF.
They work for law schools, legal employ-
ers, NALP, and the NALP Foundation.
They are active in our professional 
organizations as evidenced by the eight
current, former, and incoming NALP
presidents, three current or former 
Professional Development Consortium
Board members, and the many city
group and consortia members and 
leaders. A review of the faculty bios also
shows that many have JDs or advanced
degrees in adult education. A few former
positions or experiences that stand out
are Assistant Outside Counsel for White-
water and related investigations, profes-
sional opera singer, and a winner of

NALP’s Award of Distinction. The faculty
gathered for NPF is far from ordinary. 
Attending NPF in 2013 will enable you 
to network with these seasoned 
professionals.

These highly knowledgeable and 
experienced presenters will be at their
best with their assigned topics. A core
component of NPF is the Management
Foundations programs offered
for both career services and
lawyer recruitment newcom-
ers. The career services 
program will be taught by 
Lisa Abrams and Marcia 
Pennington Shannon and the 
recruitment program by 
Bonnie Hurry and Anna
Friesenhahn Whitener — 
four seasoned professionals
who will share their knowl-
edge of how our industry
works in different environ-

ments and at different times, so you can
return to your office with an overview 
of the profession that allows you to 
place your responsibilities and projects 
in context with the larger industry. (The
Management Foundations program 
for PD professionals was offered in 
conjunction with the Professional 
Development Institute in December, 

Continued on page 15
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but NPF programming offers a great deal
for PD professionals.)

Position descriptions vary from organiza-
tion to organization, but everyone will
find topics of interest and value to them
during the concurrent sessions. Topics 
include counseling skills, summer pro-
grams, competencies and evaluations,
hiring, orientation and integration, 
employer outreach, training programs,
judicial clerkships, interviewing, and law
firm economics. Each of these is being
taught by someone with significant 
experience (and success) in that area,
and sessions typically are team-taught 
to broaden the perspectives and experi-
ences from which you can learn during
the programs. An example is CSO 
Employer Outreach taught by Betsy 
Armour and Karen Britton. Both Karen
and Betsy are more than experienced 
career services professionals; they are
former law firm recruiting professionals
as well, and they will teach you how and
why outreach efforts matter, keeping in
mind both your students’ needs and the
realities facing employers.

You will learn about NALP as an 
organization, what your counterpart at a
law school or legal employer does, and
what professional responsibility issues
you should keep in mind, and you will
participate in a review of diversity and 
inclusion issues at the plenaries 
planned for all attendees. These topics
are overarching and not limited by 
position boundaries. In fact, they often
expand to the legal industry as a whole.
You will not only learn what the key 
topics and questions are, but develop
your own framework for thinking about
and addressing what can be sensitive 
issues. You may then take this knowledge
back to your office for the benefit of 
your organization.

NPF’s combination of programs, net-
working opportunities, and one-on-one
consulting ensures that attendees will
take away the knowledge, skills, and 
contacts to make an immediate impact 
in their jobs and advance their own 
professional development. Whether it 
is you or someone in your office who 
is newer to the profession, they should
come to Florida prepared to learn 
from the NALP masters!  
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Is Your Website Content 
Reaching Law Students?
by Elizabeth Jeffery

Elizabeth Jeffery is an Assistant Director in the Office of Professional & Career 
Development for Syracuse University College of Law. This article was submitted on 
behalf of the NALP Technology Advisory Group. 

January is the perfect time to review and
analyze your website content. Is your
website still correctly portraying your 
organization’s image as well as attracting
and keeping readers? 

Often your website is a law student’s 
first introduction to your organization 
or school, and students use website 
information to judge the business savvy
and practices of an employer or school.

In a competitive marketplace, it is critical 
that your website content get students’
attention and retain their interest. When
reviewing and updating your website it 
is important to consider the following
questions.

Is your website content brief, concise,
and easy to understand? Text is harder
to read on a monitor and few readers
have the patience to wade through

It is now the beginning of a new year and most of us are
making resolutions for 2013. When making your list of 
resolutions (making more time for friends, finally achieving
work-life balance, and re-reading the classics), are you 
also considering business resolutions? 

heavy pages of text. Paragraphs of text
that were uploaded from written promo-
tional materials will not efficiently deliver
your message on the web. Students 
viewing your website are scanning for
specific information instead of reading
every word. Text should be written in 
simple language. Paragraphs should be
broken up by adding bold text, headings,
and bulleted or numbered lists. By 
incorporating these items into your 
text, you allow readers to easily scan 
and locate content. 

Is your website content easy to
navigate? Navigation headings
should appear on 
the top or left side of
the webpage and the
navigation head-

ing titles should be intuitive, so that 
content is easy to find. The use of sub-
headings in the navigation bars can also
help readers swiftly locate content. 
Hyperlinks are another tool to assist read-
ers in navigating a website. Hyperlinks
help to ensure that text can be kept brief
and that readers do not need to scroll
down a page to find information. Hyper-
links can be set up to move the reader to
a new location on the same page, to a
new webpage, or to launch a new 
window. 

Are you using key words in your website
headings and content? Often students

have found their way to your website
through a search engine. The head-

ings and text on your website

Continued on page 17
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should be written to include search
terms that would attract student visitors.
For example, students are looking for
legal employers that fit their unique
practice area interests and geographic
criteria. These key terms are critical to
get students to your website, so they can
navigate through marketing and other 
information that will pique their interest
in your practice. To test your key words,
conduct a Google search of your practice
and geographic location to see if your
employer name appears in the search 
results. If your employer name does 
not appear in the search results, you 
will want to investigate Search Engine
Optimization or SEO — perhaps seeking
suggestions from staff members in your
organization’s IT department. 

Is your website compatible with mobile
technology? At the end of 2012, 50% 
of the traffic to websites came from
smartphones and tablets. Students, even
more than the general public, are using
smartphones and tablets to search the
Internet. If your website isn’t easily read
on a mobile device, you may be losing
readers. Scrolling through web content
both vertically and horizontally on a 

mobile device will only serve to frustrate
your student readers. 

Is your website pushing content to 
social media outlets? Feeding website
content to your social media accounts
(Twitter, LinkedIn, Facebook, YouTube)
will attract students to visit your website.
As new information is added to your
website, it should be pushed out to 
social media as well. The same is true 
of the reverse — your website should
also incorporate your social media feeds.
Students visiting your website may be
encouraged to follow your Twitter 
feeds, LinkedIn page, connect through
Facebook, or view your video content 
on YouTube if they find the information 
on your website. 

Both law schools and legal employers
work hard to reach a law student 
audience through their web presence. 
By simply reviewing and editing your
website content with a critical eye 
toward brevity, navigation, business
image, and readability, you can ensure
that your information is reaching 
law students.  
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Dear Law School Colleagues,

I am writing on behalf of my law firm col-
leagues, who are busy conducting annual
evaluations, working on next year’s
budget, building next year’s training cur-
riculum, integrating first-year associates,
or getting ready to welcome their entry-
level classes. We are aware of the coun-
seling that our law school colleagues are
involved in to better prepare their stu-
dents (our future associates) to enter the
practice of law. We are also keenly aware
of the difficult discussions that our law
school colleagues are having with 3Ls
who have not secured an entry-level job.
If we can open this dialogue and keep it

going, we should be able to better serve
all of our populations.

• The first question posed by our law
school colleagues deals with project
management. Law firms are expend-
ing significant resources to teach
lawyers and staff process improve-
ment and project management skills.
Law students should have a basic 
understanding of both concepts and
can easily do that by reading up on
the topic. Understanding that a 
general counsel is being asked by her
boss to justify each expense and is
being held to a budget and also 
understanding that a general 

Reply to Law Schools from Law
Firms: What Professional Development
Skills Do We Expect Law School Graduates 
to Have at Entry Level?

Michele L. Bendekovic

Michele L. Bendekovic is Director, Attorney Recruiting & Professional Development, 
for Steptoe & Johnson PLLC. This response and the previous open letter to law firms that 
appeared in the December NALP Bulletin are a collaboration of the Law School 
and Lawyer Professional Development Sections.

Continued on page 19
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counsel’s bonus is most likely tied to
staying on that budget is a great start. 

• What many law students might not
realize is that they are building their
networks and forming relationships
during law school that will aid in client
development later as they progress in
their careers. Nurturing and building
these relationships now and keeping
in touch with classmates will result in
business referrals in the future. This
takes time and will not happen
quickly. Counsel students to have 
patience. 

• Entry-level associates should be will-
ing to develop an annual plan to map
out their client development efforts.
The plan can be simple and may 
include professional and industry 
organizations of interest to explore
membership, a tickler to call that
classmate to keep in touch, or an idea
for an article, blog, or client alert, or
even a presentation. 

• Entry-level associates should also do
everything they can to learn about

the clients of the firm. Start with read-
ing the content on client websites;
learn the terminology of their indus-
try, find out what types of publica-
tions are relevant to a client’s
business, and subscribe to those pub-
lications. All of the above will help an
entry-level associate develop a strong
foundation that will lead to future
success in client development. 

• We expect law schools to produce 
associates well-educated in the the-
ory of the law. Most law firms have a
training curriculum that will continue
that education and focus in on practi-
cal and soft skills and the particular
ways of the firm. Law students can 
get a head start on practical skills 
development by taking advantage of
clinics, externships, pro bono work,
and other opportunities offered by
their law schools. Any chance to get
hands-on and real experience during
law school should be considered.
Practical skills also include responsive-
ness, timeliness, responding to con-
structive criticism, and understanding
that the partner assigning work is an

skills, presentation skills, delegation,
and the art of giving and receiving
feedback are just a few of those soft
skills that are important to a well-
rounded lawyer. 

One of the most important concepts that
has emerged in this new legal economy
is the emphasis on the law firm as a busi-
ness. The importance of understanding
how a law firm turns a billable hour into
revenue is a must-have for all entry-level
associates and can be taught in law
school. Understanding the financial
terms law firms use, such as utilization,
realization, profits per lawyer, profits per
partner, write downs, and write offs, can
also be taught in law school. Starting this
type of financial education in law school
will go a long way toward having prac-
tice-ready entry-level associates.

Hopefully law schools and law firms can
continue to work together to tackle
some of these topics and provide an
even higher level of legal education that
will lead to better equipped entry-level
associates.  

entry-level associate’s client. Entry-
level associates will do much more
than just writing research memos. 

• As mentioned above, membership in
professional and industry organiza-
tions is an important part of an associ-
ate’s career. This involvement can
start in law school, especially if a law
student has already developed an 
interest in a specific niche. A well-
rounded law student will have 
extracurricular interests, and those
will be noticed by a law firm. The 
level of involvement in organizations
for an entry-level associate will vary
by law firm. It is safe to say that the
first priority for an entry-level 
associate is to develop foundational
skills before focusing on extracurricu-
lar involvement.

• Soft skills are extremely important in
a lawyer’s career. Starting that devel-
opment in law school is music to the
ears of PD professionals in law firms.
Law firms are placing more emphasis
on the development of soft skills now
than ever before. Communication
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For newer professionals the new year
can be an excellent time to begin devel-
oping strong coaching skills. Coaching
empowers students and lawyers to take
ownership of their careers and set 
professional benchmarks and goals. 
A coach holds them accountable. 
Coaching is a tool that doesn’t work in
every situation, so it’s important to 
determine when coaching is useful. 
Here are two tips to begin your journey.

Put your mask on first, 
then help others.
If you’ve been on an airplane, you’ve
heard this before. Indeed, the best 
way to begin coaching is to start with
yourself. Coaches ask open-ended 
questions with a sense of curiosity. 
With self-coaching you’re asking yourself
questions to bring clarity and purpose to
your work. Ask yourself, “What was my
motivation for becoming a legal career
professional? How can I impact each 
person I meet?” 

By utilizing self-coaching we have more
to offer the people we serve. Putting 
my mask on first has allowed me to bring
my best to my roles as an advisor and
coach. While my principal goal is to 
help students conduct successful job
searches, I am inspired each day by my
mission to encourage students to always
trust their inner voice without question. 

It’s not what you say, but how
you say it.
If you’ve ever received harsh criticism,
you understand this statement. Most of

Coaching Tips for 
Newer Professionals

by Luevenia Wallace Sterling

Luevenia Wallace Sterling is Director of Professional 
Development & JD Advisor at the University of Miami School
of Law. She is certified by the International Coach Federation
as an Associate Certified Coach (ACC). “Newcomer’s 
Corner” is a column of the NALP Newer Professionals Section.

us give feedback often, but delivering 
difficult feedback can be challenging.
Skilled coaches use direct communication
to share sensitive information in an 
honest, respectful way. The key is to trust
your instincts and be willing to share 
your perspective — without attachment
to being right. If you think someone
you’re advising is being evasive, it can 
be challenging to communicate your
thoughts using a non-accusatory 
approach. Consider saying, “I’m sensing
that there may be something about 
this situation that we haven’t talked
about. What else might be helpful for 
us to discuss?” 

By using “I” statements instead of 
“you” statements, you take ownership 
of your experience and avoid triggering
established defense mechanisms. Body
language is a critical element of commu-
nication. Stay physically open and relaxed
to add congruency to your verbal mes-
sage. Feedback delivered in a healthy
manner is a seed that can eventually
sprout and grow. If your feedback isn’t
embraced, proceed without attachment.
Your coaching journey is off to a 
wonderful start! 

Newcomers’s Corner
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Percentages for both partners and 
associates increased. Over half (56%) 
of offices reported at least one 
LGBT lawyer.

The numbers remain relatively small;
however, even though the total number
of lawyers included in the 2012 analysis
is lower compared with 2011, the overall
count of 2,105 LGBT lawyers is higher
than it was in 2011. Moreover, the num-
bers have grown. In the 2002-2003 NDLE,
the number of openly LGBT lawyers 

reported was just over 1,100 — less than
1% of the total lawyers represented. In
2010, those numbers stood at 2,137 and
1.88%; the 2,087 openly LGBT lawyers 
reported in the 2011 NDLE also account
for 1.88% of the total lawyers repre-
sented. The 2,105 openly LGBT lawyers
reported in the 2012-2013 NDLE 
accounted for 2.07% of the total.

The presence of LGBT lawyers continues
to be highest among associates, at
2.69%, as shown in the accompanying

table, and is up a bit from the figure of
2.43% reported in 2011. Openly LGBT 
associates are also better represented 
at large law firms, with firms of 701+
lawyers reporting 3.22% openly LGBT 
associates. Similarly, openly LGBT part-

ners are best represented at the nation’s
largest firms, with firms of 701+ lawyers
reporting 1.93% openly LGBT partners,
compared with 1.58% among partners
overall. An increase in openly LGBT 
partners in firms of 100 or fewer lawyers
from 0.63% in 2009 to over 1% since then
(1.13% in 2011, and 1.37% in 2012) is 

notable. However, a decrease
among partners at the largest
firms, from 2.05% in 2011 to
1.93% in 2012 is also noted.

Perhaps not surprisingly,
there are wide geographic
disparities in these num-
bers, and in fact about
60% of the reported
openly LGBT lawyers are 
accounted for by just
four cities: New York
City, Washington, DC,
Los Angeles, and

NALP Research

LGBT Representation Up in 2012

by Judith N. Collins

Judith N. Collins is the NALP Director of Research.

The overall percentage of openly gay, lesbian, 
bisexual, and transgender (LGBT) lawyers reported in 
the NALP Directory of Legal Employers (NDLE) in 2012 
increased to 2.07% compared with 1.88% in 2011. 
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San Francisco. The percentage of openly
LGBT lawyers in these cities is corre-
spondingly higher — just over 3% overall
(and 5.8% in San Francisco specifically)
compared with the 2.07% nationwide 
figure. In these same four cities, the 
percentage of openly LGBT summer 
associates is also higher, about 4.4%
compared with 3.47% nationwide.

It is also the case that the percentage 
of offices reporting LGBT counts has 
remained at about 88% in recent years,
and is lower than the 92% that reported
this information in 2007. This change
may reflect more deliberate use of the
“unknown” and “not collected” reporting
options in the directory’s demographic
grid. Since 2006, employers have been
required to fill out all portions of the grid
with a number, which can be zero, or
with either NC or UNK if the information
was not collected or is unknown. How-
ever, the default entry is zero and must
be actively changed to reflect “not col-
lected” or “unknown.” Thus, reported

counts of zero do not unambiguously
mean zero, and it may be the case that
the prevalence of “unknown” or “not 
collected” is better reported rather than
actually higher.

Nonetheless, it is clear that the percent-
age of LGBT lawyers in the two most 
recent years is higher than ever before.
NALP has been collecting demographic
information on LGBT lawyers since 1996.
During that time, the number of firms
that give their LGBT lawyers an opportu-
nity to self-identify has risen to almost
90%. This year, among the offices/
firms reporting counts, more than half
reported at least one openly LGBT lawyer
and 17% of offices reporting a summer
2012 program and reporting demograph-
ics reported at least one openly LGBT
summer associate. And, based on the 
figures for summer associates, the 
numbers appear likely to continue 
to increase, particularly at the largest
firms.  
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NALP Research

Reporting of Openly LGBT Lawyers — 
NALP Directory of Legal Employers 2012

Note: Figures for openly LGBT lawyers are based on 1,042 offices/firms reporting counts, including zero, in all lawyer 
categories; figures for openly LGBT summer associates are based on 620 offices/firms with a summer program and reporting 
counts, including zero. Overall, LGBT counts, including zero, cover 101,512 lawyers and 5,249 summer associates. 

Openly LGBT ALL FIRMS FIRMS OF 100 FIRMS OF 101-250
OR FEWER LAWYERS LAWYERS

# % of # % of # % of 
Reported Total Reported Total Reported Total

Partners 718 1.58% 55 1.37% 104 1.07%

Associates 1,169 2.69 38 1.68 100 1.75

Other lawyers 218 1.72 9 1.17 20 0.94

All lawyers 2,105 2.07 102 1.45 224 1.27

Summer 
associates 182 3.47 8 2.43 16 2.42

Openly LGBT FIRMS OF FIRMS OF 501-700 FIRMS OF 701+ 
251-500 LAWYERS LAWYERS LAWYERS

# % of # % of # % of 
Reported Total Reported Total Reported Total

Partners 143 1.58% 99 1.58% 317 1.93%

Associates 155 2.21 168 2.63 708 3.22

Other lawyers 43 1.81 32 1.56 115 2.16

All lawyers 341 1.85 299 2.03 1,140 2.61

Summer 
associates 23 2.94 21 2.94 114 4.13
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To Go or Not to Go — 
Is That Still the Question?

by Christine J. Carlson

Christine J. Carlson is Senior Manager of Legal Recruiting for Jenner & Block LLP. This article
was submitted on behalf of the Annual Education Conference Planning Work Group.

Each year, many of us ponder whether
we should attend the conference and if
we should send our staff. For many of us,
getting to Tampa is not difficult, and the
weather should be lovely with daytime
highs in the low 80s and evenings in the
low 60s. But let’s take a few minutes to
review reasons to attend the 2013 NALP
Annual Education Conference while 
debunking concerns.

Can members of my staff and I be away
from the office for four days? I realize
that graduation is around the corner and

the summer program will be starting
soon, but with our mobile phones, iPads,
and laptops, we are able to connect with
the office in some way 99% of the time
regardless of where we are in the world.
We will be in Tampa. Connecting will not
be a problem. In addition, if you don’t
want to bring your laptop, NALP will 
have a bank of computers and printers
available for your use, and the hotels
have business centers with computers
and printers. My apologies to those of
you who were hoping to “disconnect”
from the office for a few days. You will 
be out of luck.

Can I afford to go and send my staff? 
The NALP Annual Education Conference
is a great bargain. For one low price, 
attendees have more than 90 educa-
tional programs and presentations from
which to choose and a multitude of 
opportunities to network with legal 
employers, law schools, exhibitors, and
other professionals. Additionally, the fee
covers breakfast and lunch Wednesday
through Friday, dinner and entertain-
ment at the Member Celebration, after-
noon breaks with beverages and snacks,
and several networking receptions, 
including the Open House and Welcome
Reception, the Regional Receptions, a
new reception in the Exhibit Hall, and the
Diversity and Inclusion Reception. As 
Cybele Smith mentioned in her article in
the October NALP Bulletin, 60% of the
fee covers food and beverages, which
means members receive everything else
for less than $300. Talk about getting
bang for your buck — where else can you
find such high-quality information in the
form of training, presentations, and new
ideas at such a reasonable price for you
and your staff?

Continued on page 24
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Is the free time a waste of time? We all
know that networking is invaluable. The
connections we make at the conferences
pay off time and time again for our 
employers. We connect with legal 
employers, law school representatives,
and vendors. This pays off every time 
we are asked to gather market intelli-
gence because there is no better way to

The 2013 NALP Annual Education Conference will be 
held on April 24-27 in Tampa, Florida. 
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accomplish this than by reaching out to
our network. It is so much easier to make
that call and have that conversation
when it’s with someone you know. Also,
the conference offers a fabulous oppor-
tunity to meet those members on the
“other side” and from other regions. As
an employer member, the majority of 
my law school connections began at a
NALP conference. 

Let’s look at this from the side of a 
manager. Inviting your staff to attend 
the NALP conference is a great way to 
reward staff. It shows that you think
highly of them and are willing to invest 
in their future. Your staff will return with
fresh eyes, thinking about what they
heard and learned at the conference,
both in the sessions and from other
members. The exhibitors offer a wealth
of new resources to consider and con-
tacts to be made. Also, there is another
benefit to keep in mind: if you are in a
multi-office organization, staff from 
different offices can spend time together,
which for many of us doesn’t happen
often enough. 

Everyone benefits from NALP involve-
ment. For many sections, advisory
groups, committees, and task forces, 
the conference offers the only time the
members meet in person to discuss the
goals for the upcoming year. This is an
opportunity not to be missed. Your staff
members can become more involved 
in NALP and enhance their knowledge,
skills, and professional image. Your 
organization benefits, you benefit as 
the manager, and your staff benefits.

I was very excited about attending my
first NALP Annual Education Conference
many years ago, and even though this
will be my twenty-second NALP Annual
Education Conference, I’m still excited 
to attend. NALP has never let me down. 
I always return with additional know-
ledge, new ideas, and a renewed level 
of energy. The conference is rejuven-
ating personally and professionally. 

I hope to see 
you in Tampa in April!
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Pro Bono Is a Training Ground
for Higher Level Skills
from the NALP Pro Bono and Professional Development Task Force

The best way for associates to develop
higher level skills is through hands-on 
experience that may not be available
when they are working on larger 
matters. Encourage your associates to
look to pro bono matters to gain essen-
tial experience that will position them 
to excel when given the opportunity. 
In addition, help them recognize the
competencies they are building. Here 
are a few examples:

• Associates in a trial court pro bono
program typically develop and over-
see the case strategy from start to 
finish, with a partner supervising 
the work and consulting as needed. 
In addition to gaining trial experience,
associates often have their first 
opportunity to make specific deci-
sions about case strategy, oversee 
implementation of that strategy, 

and determine the resources that 
are needed for the case — key com-
ponents of professional judgment.

• An asylum matter may require expert
witnesses and in-depth research on
the client’s country of origin. Associ-
ates may vet, hire, and supervise out-
side experts and supervise paralegals
and others to develop needed infor-
mation, demonstrating leadership 
and team work.

• In many pro bono matters, the associ-
ate is responsible for all aspects of the
client relationship, including develop-
ing needed information, delivering
news about case developments, and
managing client expectations. This
may be the best opportunity for new
associates to develop their skills in
client service. 

Pro Bono/PD Corner
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Hurricane Help: Law Student 
Pro Bono in Sandy’s Wake

by Matt Gewolb and Steven L. Grumm

Matt Gewolb is Associate Director of Government Programs at Columbia 
University School of Law. Steven L. Grumm is the NALP Director of Public Service Initiatives 
& Fellowships. This article was submitted on behalf of the NALP Public Service Section.

As the media documented in vivid detail,
“superstorm” Sandy’s violent march
through the New York City metro region
left thousands of families reeling. Sandy’s
victims confronted extraordinary prop-
erty damage and lack of access to basic
necessities — to say nothing of those
who lost their lives or suffered serious 
injuries. In Sandy’s immediate aftermath,
first responders were called upon to ren-
der emergency aid. A few days after the
storm hit the NYC region in late October,
“second responders” began formulating
plans to provide continued disaster relief
and rebuilding services. The storm, of
course, also ravaged a large swath of the
U.S. Mid-Atlantic and Northeast regions,
but we focus on the New York City region
here because of the severity of the

storm’s impact on such a densely 
populated area.

The group of second responders in the
NYC area included the legal community
and law students who were eager to get
involved. The following provides insight
into how the NYC-area law school com-
munity began providing both legal and
other kinds of relief to Sandy’s victims.
Our hope is that this piece spotlights
both opportunities and challenges that
confront law schools in natural disaster
relief efforts. Sandy may help us to divine
best practices that students can use to
confront similar community needs in 
future circumstances. (We wish to note,

Continued on page 26
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too, that our choice of examples of local
law schools’ initial volunteer efforts sim-
ply highlights a few of the extraordinary
efforts underway. Nearly every local
school made important contributions to
the larger community. We wish space
permitted us to shine the spotlight on
everyone because all are deserving.) 

Responders Are Victims Too
It’s first important to note that, in any
disaster of this magnitude, many respon-
ders are themselves victims. On Novem-
ber 9, Thomson Reuters reported: “Legal
Services NYC, the New York Legal Assis-
tance Group, and the Legal Aid Society
were shut out of their downtown offices
when Sandy struck … and have been 
operating out of satellite offices or
spaces borrowed from other nonprofit
groups and large law firms.” For that
matter, Cardozo Law, NYU Law, and New
York Law School were each forced to
close for about a week. It is crucially 
important to recognize that the entire
legal aid/pro bono community’s 
response efforts will be affected 

when key players are hobbled by the 
disaster. In addition, law school pro 
bono efforts often must depend on 
infrastructure offered by direct services
providers. Thus, after Sandy hit, the first
step for the legal community was assess-
ing its own damage and figuring out how
this would affect its aid efforts.

Preparation Matters
As 1Ls are concerned with “malice afore-
thought,” disaster responders are con-
cerned with “service aforethought.” The
more infrastructure and institutional
knowledge that are in place before a 
disaster, the better will be the response.
Touro Law School, for example, had pre-
Sandy infrastructure in place to address
post-Sandy needs. First, Touro’s Student
Disaster Relief Network is a student
group that was founded to aid Hurricane
Katrina victims. But SDRN has evolved in
the post-Katrina years, and now serves
more generally as a means for law 
students to learn and train on issues of
disaster recovery. Second, Touro is a
member of Long Island’s “Volunteer 

Organizations Assisting in Disaster”
(VOAD) group. So the school had training
and connections to play a role in Sandy’s
immediate aftermath. Indeed, on 
November 2, the Touro Law Center 
Hurricane Emergency and Assistance 
Referral Team (TLC-HEART) was launched
— rapid deployment of a great program
and a great acronym — to provide refer-
rals and legal advice to individuals and
small businesses impacted by Sandy.

Touro, thankfully, is not alone in this
thinking. Many law schools have similar
protocols in place so that they may be 
of service almost immediately after a 
disaster strikes. And on a forward-looking
note, area law schools have been partici-
pating in studies of post-Sandy needs
and responses to make readiness recom-
mendations for the future. For example,
Columbia Law students have begun 
collaborating with the New York City 
Bar Association and a law firm on an 
intensive empirical review of response 
to the legal needs of small businesses 
in one heavily impacted community.

Communication Is Key 
With disruptions in power, email, and
phone service, communication can be
patchy at best. (Along these lines it’s
noteworthy that newer media platforms
like Twitter allowed advocates and clients
to communicate on a more piecemeal
basis in Sandy’s immediate aftermath as
described in this blog post by journalist
Kat Aaron.) Shortly after the storm, law
schools made a priority of connecting 
to assess how they could play a role. 
In November, law school administrators
convened or participated in a flurry of
calls — some just among school staff,
some among the larger public interest
community — to assess and address
needs. This kind of coordination is vital,
particularly when the number of players
is large. 

As Hillary Exter of Fordham Law School
noted, “Communication among the
schools helped to build a structure to 
efficiently mobilize students, alumni, 
faculty, and administrators. In a chaotic,

Continued on page 27
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ever-changing landscape of legal needs it
wouldn’t make sense for more than a
dozen law schools to separately reach
out to already over-stretched legal serv-
ices organizations to ask how they can
help. For example, trainings and clinics
co-organized by Brooklyn Law School
were open to students at all schools. The
area law schools reached out collectively
to legal services providers about the
ways law students could help, are geared
up for winter break opportunities for all
area students, and began exploring the
ways schools outside of the hard hit
areas could help.” 

It’s Not Just Legal Needs
While providing legal advice and repre-
sentation is vital to assisting victims in a
disaster’s unfolding aftermath, nonlegal
aid is often the first priority. But even
when nonlegal aid is a first solution — in
the case of securing emergency housing,
for example — often legal aid attorneys
and staff are best equipped to provide
those immediate services. Law school
pro bono programs should consider how

they can mobilize to meet subsistence
needs — food, shelter, clothing, etc. —
within client communities, all the while
evaluating when and how it will be appro-
priate to set up legal assistance projects.

For example, New York Law School stu-
dent organizations collaborated on two
efforts: a “Toys for Tots” drive (in the
middle of the holiday season) and a 
diaper collection drive. Fordham Law’s
Disaster Relief Network (which evolved
from a Hurricane Katrina initiative), its
Stein Public Interest Scholars Program,
and its Habitat for Humanity chapter
launched drives for food, clothing, clean-
ing supplies, and school books, and 
volunteered for clean-up and gutting 
of houses. These kinds of services are
hugely important, and they allow stu-
dents to make connections that can lead
to future law-related recovery work.

Work within the System 
As providers continued to assess client
needs, law schools and their students

took concrete steps to offer legal aid in
partnership with legal services providers.
Additionally, many law schools in New
York and New Jersey participated in
weekly conference calls to coordinate 
efforts and share information on volun-
teer and training opportunities. The
same group of schools is (at the time of
this writing) considering the establish-
ment of permanent structures to coordi-
nate efforts over the coming months 
and to enable law students from other
regions to help provide legal assistance.
Pro Bono Net has agreed to provide fur-
ther coordination assistance by creating
an online bulletin board for legal services
providers to share opportunities.

Some law schools quickly established 
formal methods of legal service delivery.
Brooklyn Law School, in partnership with
the Brooklyn Borough President’s Office
and Brooklyn Bar Association, has
founded the Brooklyn Sandy Relief Legal
Clinic, which provides a variety of legal
services relating to insurance claims,
public assistance, housing, and Federal
Emergency Management Agency filings

and appeals. Other efforts, including those 
by students at Fordham Law School, have
provided assistance with unemployment
claims, evictions and foreclosures, and other
storm-related legal issues. Danielle Sorken 
of Brooklyn Law School, who played a key
role in coordinating the efforts of the Brook-
lyn Sandy Relief Legal Clinic, explained, “The
clinic became a place where Brooklynites
could call, email, or walk in every week with
any and all Sandy-related questions. They 
got personalized and one-on-one assistance
from a law student and a lawyer.”

Sandy’s force was extraordinary. But law
schools have been able to marshal consider-
able force in response by communicating 
and collaborating with all stakeholders in
order to serve victims. 

Please feel free to contact either
of us — at sgrumm@nalp.org or
matthew.gewolb@law.columbia.edu — 
to learn about Sandy-related 
opportunities for law students. 
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professionals. Helen urges people to seek
multiple mentors and to be proactive
about their careers.

Whether you are prompted to rejuve-
nate your mentorship relationships or 
inspired to join a new committee, the
perspectives of these Diversity Champi-
ons could be just the thing to invigorate
you for the new year! 

committed leadership is necessary 
for success in the diversity arena, and
Laurie Hane is a great example of that.
Laurie practiced law for over 25 years at
a law firm where she chaired firmwide
committees, served as practice group
leader, and took a prominent role in her
firm’s diversity initiatives. Laurie stresses
the significance of playing an active role
in your organization and having a voice in
the decision-making process.

In her capacity as Director of Diversity &
Inclusion, Maja D. Hazell uses the skills
she cultivated as an attorney and law
school career counselor when executing
her firm’s diversity strategy. Maja notes
the importance of being receptive to
mentorship and having respect for other
points of view. On the issue of mentor-
ship, Traci Mundy Jenkins encourages 
diverse professionals to find strong 
mentors and to understand the value 
of being a good mentee. As a career 
services professional, Traci is able to
counsel students by reflecting on her
own experiences. Likewise, Helen B. 
Kim draws from her experience as the
president of national and local Asian bar
associations when she advises young
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Diversity Champions – 
Be Invigorated!

by Jessica Maroney Shillito

Jessica Maroney Shillito is Campus Relations Specialist at Shearman & Sterling LLP, where
she focuses on issues of diversity and inclusion. This article was submitted on behalf of the
NALP Diversity Section and is the second in a three-part series. 

and Associate General Counsel at
VMware, Inc.; Maja D. Hazell, Director 
of Diversity & Inclusion at Fried, Frank,
Harris, Shriver & Jacobson LLP; Traci
Mundy Jenkins, Assistant Dean, Career &
Professional Development, at American
University Washington College of Law;
and Helen B. Kim, Senior Attorney at
Theodora Oringher PC. Their experiences
are motivational and their advice is 
applicable to any stage of your career. 

After working for the government,
Alphonzo Grant returned to a law firm 
in a redefined role, splitting his time 
between practicing law and serving as 
Director of Diversity Initiatives. He 
fulfilled both roles because he saw an
opportunity to have an impact on the
legal industry. Alphonzo believes 

If you are a professional committed to 
diversity and inclusion, it is important to
periodically recharge your batteries and
bring energy and innovation to your 
organization. We encourage you to get
that extra boost by reading about the 
diversity work of your colleagues in 
the NALP online resource Diversity
Champions: NALP’s Celebration of 
Leaders Moving Diversity Forward found
at www.nalp.org/diversitychampions.

This article highlights five professionals
who have found ways to invigorate
themselves and their careers through a
commitment to diversity and inclusion:
Alphonzo Grant, Executive Director in
Morgan Stanley’s Legal and Compliance
Division; Laurie Hane, Senior Director
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No civil rights movement can gain trac-
tion without the help of allies. Martin
Luther King, Jr., famously said, “In the
end, we will remember not the words 
of our enemies, but the silence of our
friends.” Despite the willingness of many
allies to advocate for LGBT rights, I have
encountered resistance to ally support
among student groups and professional

LGBT associations alike. Advice about cul-
tivating ally support has been previously
discussed; the purpose of this article is to
consider managing that support in a way
that encourages allies while protecting
LGBT students’ interests. Conflict can be
as basic as LGBT students resisting ally
support or include the larger-scale issue
of allies outranking LGBT students within
LGBT student organizations.

First, it is misguided and counterproduc-
tive to divide the population into LGBT
versus “straight ally.” Popular concept or
not, a person identifying as LGBT can be
a moving target. Some people come out
much later in life, others spend time in
and out of the closet, and some choose
never to identify. We and our students
must not presume to know whether
someone is a “straight ally” or LGBT. The
person you deride as a “straight ally”
today may be searching for his identity
within the community, may have been
raised by lesbian parents, or may be
transgender. You simply cannot tell. This
is a lesson for students and administra-
tion alike. Thus, going forward, this 
article will refer to “allies,” not “straight
allies.”

Counseling LGBT Students Conflicted
About Ally Support: A message of inclu-
sion must come from the top. Help LGBT
students see the benefits of including 
allies. Purely from a numbers standpoint,
it makes sense for LGBT students to seek
ally support. Some student bar associa-
tions base funding on size of member-
ship, for example. Additionally, more
participants will be available to run
fundraisers, attend events, and raise 

general community awareness. Think
about the statement 40 LGBT and ally
students showing up to support LGBT
rights makes versus having five LGBT 
students show up. It is also helpful to
focus LGBT students on the benefits of
having someone who is not the direct
beneficiary speak to LGBT rights: Allies
can promote inclusion where LGBT 
individuals are simply not welcome; they
can speak about the good of the whole,
not from a place of personal gain; they
can use their inclusion to influence other
people to become a part of the civil
rights movement by illustrating that
LGBT rights are a mainstream concern. 
If your student group is particularly 
ally-averse or is afraid of ally influence,
one way to begin a working relationship
between LGBT students and allies is to
have the LGBT student group work with
other minority student groups, forming
partnerships with allies who also have
historically faced discrimination.

Navigating Power Struggles: You may 
encounter the issue of power struggle

Continued on page 30

Navigating Ally Support in LGBT
Student Groups

by Erin Wright

Erin Wright is Associate Director of Career Development at the Roger Williams School of
Law and is Chair of the NALP LGBT Section.

“Suppose that every gay man or lesbian in America 
can call upon at least two heterosexual friends, family 
members, or coworkers to actively support their struggle
for equality.… If this amount of support currently exists,
right now 20 million heterosexual allies stand ready to 
support gay rights in the United States.” 

— Ian Ayres and Jennifer Gerarda Brown in 
Straightforward: How to Mobilize Heterosexual Support for Gay Rights
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January 22 is the deadline for nomina-
tions for 2013 NALP Awards of Distinc-
tion. These awards honor individuals 
or organizations for extraordinary 
accomplishments in the areas of 
diversity, innovation, NALP leadership,
professional development, training, 
public service, leadership, recruitment
practices, technology, or writing. This is
the ninth year of NALP’s annual Awards
of Distinction program, and the Awards
Committee knows there are many 
talented, creative, and committed 
individuals and organizations that should
be recognized at the Annual Education
Conference in Tampa, Florida, in April.

The nomination process is simple. Start
at www.nalp.org/awards, where you will
find the nomination form (fillable pdf)
and a list of past award recipients. You
will be asked only (1) to describe (300
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words or less) the project(s) or pro-
grams(s) for which the candidate is 
nominated and (2) to explain (1000
words or less) how the nominee’s work
has advanced or promoted the mission
of NALP in one or more of the areas
listed above. For more information, 
contact the NALP office (202-835-1001)
or contact the Awards Committee Chair
Marilyn Drees (203-432-1691). And don’t
forget that the deadline is January 22!

The members of the 2013 Awards 
Committee are: Chair, Marilyn Drees
(NALP Vice-President for Member 
Services and Education, Yale Law School),
Bill Chamberlain (DePaul University 
College of Law), Bruce Elvin (Duke Law
School), Irena McGrath (Hogan Lovells 
US LLP), and Esther Rodriguez (Holland &
Knight LLP).  

between allies and LGBT students in
LGBT student organizations. This could
be heightened if there is a shift in num-
bers or if allies begin to make up much of
the leadership of the student group. It is
often in times of conflict when the “us
versus them” mentality begins to arise. 
A step in avoiding conflict where none
need exist is to be sure the student 
group has a clear mission statement with
details on how best to accomplish the
stated mission. This, of course, will not
eliminate conflict but it can provide a
guide in terms of what events or ideas
coincide with the purpose of the group.
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Don’t Forget to Make Your 
Nominations for NALP’s 2013
Awards of Distinction!

Another possibility is involvement of 
the local LGBT attorney organization to
provide guidance. Some areas are fortu-
nate to have multiple LGBT attorney 
organizations from which to pull support.
A note of caution is to look toward
groups that incorporate ally support
when seeking this type of advice. Do not
assume a professional organization has
figured out how best to navigate ally 
support; this conflict is not limited to 
student groups. 

If the conflict goes too far, students may
discuss splintering into two LGBT student
groups. While at first blush this may
seem like a viable approach, I would 
be concerned about dwindling student
attendance at any events; it is unlikely
that, if each group holds a weekly 
brown bag, for example, students will
frequently attend both. By contrast, a
concession on holding certain events
that not everyone on the board agrees
are the best events — but that each
board member agrees to support — 
may foster unity and attendance. It could
also teach students valuable lessons 
in managing conflict.  
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Have you tried 
the NALP Bulletin 

iPad app?
City Group Notes

The NALP Bulletin 
iPad App is available at the App Store:

•  Have the NALP Bulletin available on 
your iPad anytime.

•  Share your favorite article with a 
colleague through the social 

media sharing options.

•  Bookmark an article for 
future reference.

•  Use touch navigation from the table of
contents and cover to access articles.

•  Do keyword searches.

Your Personal Archive and More …
And, even if you don’t use the iPad app, did you know 

that when you receive the email notification of your digital
edition each month, you have a choice of viewing it online

with added navigation tools or downloading it to read 
or archive as an enhanced PDF? And, each email 

notification also provides a link to Your Personal Archives
of back issues on the Qmags server. Consider 

bookmarking this page for instant access anytime 
to an archive of back issues. For an archive of 

individual articles, visit the NALP Member Portal 
and click on Bulletin archives.

The Chicago Association of 
Legal Personnel Administrators
(CALPA) met on November 13 for
roundtable discussions focusing on
OCI, associates, summer programs,
partner hiring, and members’ 
own career paths as recruiting 
specialists. CALPA also gathered 
on December 11 for its annual 
holiday party. For information 
on CALPA and its upcoming 
activities, see www.calpa.info.

All city groups are invited to 
send information for the NALP 
Bulletin to Janet Smith at jsmith@
nalp.org. For a list of city groups
and law school consortia go 
to www.nalp.org/city. If you 
participate in a group that is 
not listed — or if the contact 
information for your group is not
current — contact Janet Smith.

Looking for the Personal/
Professional Notes? Visit
www.nalp.org and click on the
“Member Portal” link at the 
left to find the online Personal/
Professional Notes page, the 
Membership Directory, and more
members-only information.

That’s why the NALP office wants to
make it easy for you to update your
membership information anytime there’s
a change to your job title, work address,
work email, phone number, or additional
demographic information.

This month NALP will launch an annual
campaign encouraging members to 
update their NALP Membership Profile 
in the NALP Membership Directory. NALP
will be sending you printed materials and
emails to help you better understand
how your membership information is
used. But you don’t have to wait to 
update your information. You can log in
to the NALP Member Portal, go to the

Membership Directory, and edit your
profile today. 

By updating your membership informa-
tion not only to correct any out-of-date
information but also to complete your
member profile, you will be able to take
full advantage of online networking 
opportunities such as finding other
members with similar areas of interest
and expertise (or helping them find 
you), continuing to build a diverse and
collaborative community, and setting
your delivery preferences for the 
NALP Bulletin.

Log in to the NALP Member Portal today
to view all your members-only resources
and to update your membership and 
additional demographic information.  

It’s Time to Update Your 
NALP Membership Profile

Don’t miss out on membership benefits! Up-to-date and 
accurate information is critical for NALP to effectively 
communicate and deliver benefits, services, and important 
industry news to you.

Member
Portal

http://www.calpa.info
mailto:jsmith@nalp.org
http://www.nalp.org/city
http://www.nalp.org
http://www.nalp.org
http://www.nalp.org
https://netforum.avectra.com/eWeb/StartPage.aspx?Site=NALP
http://www.apple.com/
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